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#7011

Stained Glass Boxes
Instructions and patterns to make 34 stained glass boxes, ranging from
mini ring boxes to a storage box for 20 audio cassettes. Full color.

#7085

Illuminations
36 pages of stained glass patterns for display panels, fanscapes and night
lights. 3 sections: From the Sea (Sea Horses, Shells, Octopus, Jellyfish),
From the Garden: (Violets, Daffodils, Tulips, Morning Glories), and From
the Sky: (Herons, Birds, Butterflies, Hummingbirds). Color photos &
detailed instructions.

#7311

Western & Rodeo Designs
15 full-size patterns up to 10” x 12” of Cowboys, Cowgirls, Square
Dancers, Cowboy Boot & Hat, a Sheriff’s Badge and more. Create
beautiful suncatchers, panels and stepping stones.

#7416

Tissue Cozies 1
Change those ugly household tissue boxes into 3-D works of art! Designs
for regular, family and vanity box sizes include seashore, flowers, fruits,
parrot, abstract and more. These would make great gifts or hot craft show
sellers!

#7811

Basically Bevels
16 full-size patterns for small bevel panels constructed entirely with stock
straight line mitered bevels with an occasional accent of color! Quick
& easy panels with very little glass cutting (and all of those cuts are
straight).

#7855

Ornate Crosses 2 In Stained Glass
11 new designs for Crosses from 7” to 18” tall including one with a
votive candle shelf and one with doors that open to reveal a heart in the
center!

#7872

A Break in Time
Over 60 designs for a whole variety of subjects - including florals for
windows, doors, sidelites and transoms. Birds, animals, butterfly and
nautical panels, plus suncatchers, with something for everyone!

#7874

Northern Lights
A second collection of 86 great pattern ideas for panels, windows and
suncatchers including a 14” x 20” pattern using the Polar Bear (#GST1)
cluster. Other designs can be made using the GST beveled butterfly,
grapes, dragonfly and doves.

#7876

Work in Progress
Third in the series of 63 delightful window, door and suncatcher patterns
to be enlarged. Designs are included that can be used with the Polar
Bear (GST1), hummingbird, doves, butterfly and dragonfly bevel clusters.

#7879

The Next Book
The newest book from Glassmith Studios features more than 80 window
panels to be enlarged, many can use their beautiful line of bevel clusters
(see pg. 22-23 of our supply catalog). Plus full size patterns for two panel
table lamps of butterflies.

#7811

#7416

#7872

#7874

#7879

#7901

Glassmith Studios Designs Portfolios
Each portfolio contains a full size lamp pattern and six window patterns
in a variety of shapes and sizes. Many can use optional GST bevel
clusters in the design. GST bevel cluster numbers in parenthesis.

#7967

#7901

Series 1 - Hummingbirds (#GST4), calla lilies (#GST22), butterfly
(#GST3), peacock (#GST15L) and sailboat.

##7903

Series 3 - Loon (#GST17), heron (#GST18R), dolphin (#GST16),
hummingbird (#GST19), dove (#GST2) and a spider web (#GST20).

#7967

Lighthouse Kaleidoscopes Plus
Here are 15 full-size kaleidoscopes and ‘teleidoscope’ patterns for the
St. Augustine Lighthouse, plus 2 submarines, a jet plane, 2 trailer trucks,
2 railroad cars and more! Each shown in full color with detailed instructions

Mix & Match Six (6) Books for Quantity Discount!

